By Fiscal Year 1999, the defense budget is expected to be 2.8 percent of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). By contrast, even in the “hollow force” years of the late 1970s, defense spending was 4.7 percent of the GDP.

At a time when U.S. armed forces are struggling to maintain readiness requirements in this very austere environment, the Defense Department budget is increasingly becoming the account of convenience for the federal government. At a time when future modernization is in jeopardy and the money to pay for vital quality of life programs for our soldiers and their families is becoming ever more pinched, more and more nondefense projects are being financed through the Pentagon’s budget.

As congressional work on the defense budget nears completion for the next fiscal year, we need to look at these projects and ask why the Defense Department is paying for them. This covers more than clear-cut examples of Capitol Hill “pork” going back to the home district as a “jobs bill”; these are projects where possible ties to the military are exploited to the fullest to rationalize defense funding.

In short, DoD’s budget is becoming a new mechanism with which to “transfer” funds from purely military programs to other federal programs so that they show up as line items in the Pentagon’s spending plan.

Perhaps nowhere is this kind of spending more apparent than in the money being spent on environmental programs — a total of $5.7 billion planned for DoD in FY 1995, including both cleanup and environmental compliance costs. Some $508 million is to be spent in the coming fiscal year on environmental work associated with Base Closure and Realignment Commission decisions. While these are important national programs, comparable costs were not reflected in defense budgets of only a few years ago.

Up-front costs associated with base closures is another growing burden not found in pre-Commission budgets. Although there eventually will be savings — some six to eight years from the time a base closes — the up-front costs are high, estimated at $2.7 billion in FY 1995, and are expected to increase to over $6 billion in the Future Years Defense Program.

An item in the FY 1995 Defense Authorization Bill highlights the cost risks with regard to closures: The provision authorizes the Secretary of Defense to reimburse a state, county or municipality for any funds raised or bonds issued in direct support of any military installation for which construction began on or after January 1, 1985, or was selected for closure on or after January 1, 1993. Although no estimate of the cost is provided, this is certain to set a precedent.

The last of the congressionally-approved base realignment commissions, which convenes next year, is probably looking to close as many installations as all previous commissions combined, thus greatly increasing the potential cost of any such authorizations.

In addition to environmental and base realignments costs cited above, other significant items in the FY 1995 DoD budget not seen in budgets prior to the drawdown were personnel transition benefit costs ($1.2 billion) and defense conversion and dual-use technology ($2.2 billion).

Under “Miscellaneous,” almost $26 million for the medical free electron laser, and $613 million for experimental evaluation of innovative technology were requested. Twenty million dollars were requested for AIDS research. The Senate Appropriation Committee proposed an increase of $100 million in the research and development budget for women’s health programs and breast cancer research. These are just some of the examples.
The dollar figures are sometimes large and sometimes they are relatively small; but when they are added up, they have a direct impact on what defense budgets will buy in national military security. That is, all of these costs, when stuffed into the defense budget under a fixed ceiling, must be offset by other important requirements which impact directly on military readiness and capabilities.

Direct comparisons with previous budget levels — when costs peripheral to national military security were not major factors in the Defense budget — are not valid. The real reductions are greater. This means that the projected real decline in defense spending of some 40 percent between 1985 and 1999 will be even greater when nondefense projects are factored in.

Different analysts compile their own lists of how much hidden social program spending exists in the Pentagon's budget. For example, the General Accounting Office (GAO), the Congress' watchdog agency, conservatively estimated that $4.6 billion of defense appropriations went into civil programs in FY 1993. The GAO estimated that this figure was up from $1.4 billion just three years before. Also, in a March 1994 study, the Congressional Research Service estimated that $13 billion in the FY 1994 DoD budget was being spent on projects with limited defense applications.

Whatever the actual numbers, this practice, with a fixed budget topline, cuts the support America's armed forces need to maintain warfighting capabilities. It also forces the Army in particular to curtail necessary modernization programs, and diverts from our soldiers funding that should go into better pay, improved housing and the whole range of quality of life issues.

Environmental, social and other civil programs have their place. But not at the expense of other critical military needs.